
Best Morning Time Tips for Big Families 
Forget your visualizations of the perfect Morning Time. Those 

will cause you to quit Morning Time. Learn to accept 

interruptions — lots of them. Just pick things up and keep 'a 

goin' even if you have to change a diaper, rotate the laundry, 

deal with an emergency, or go find the toddler. 

Cindy Rollins — Morning Time Moms and co-host of the Mason 

Jar Podcast on the Circe Podcast Network 

 

Toddlers make for unpredictable mornings. I let ours get up and 

down more often, or move from their chair to my lap and back 

and up and down and around. Yes, it's a distraction, but it's 

good for everyone to learn how to carry on despite distractions. 

However, fussy babies, as we say in our house, go to bed. When 

everyone has their own binder, the bigger kids can continue 

reciting the poem or Psalm, singing the hymn, or whatever else 

we're in the middle of, while I hop up and dump the toddler in 

bed to wait until we're done. It's good for the toddlers to learn 

that Mama sets the agenda, not them. Keep calm and carry on.   

Mystie Winckler — Simply Convivial Morning Time Index 

It doesn’t have to be perfect. It just matters that you are 

trying to do it, and it builds up over time. When you are 

starting out just think of the things that get squeezed out of 

the day that you want to be doing, and you are sad they are 

squeezed out — I would focus on those first. Don’t think you 

have to do things perfectly and if you don’t that you are 

failing at it, because that’s not the case. 

Angela Boord — Angela’s Morning Time Posts 
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http://www.ordo-amoris.com/
https://www.circeinstitute.org/podcast/mason-jar-ep-1-introduction-charlotte-mason
http://www.simplyconvivial.com/memory
http://www.threeplustwohomeschool.com/?s=morning+time


Stay with it!  Although it’s challenging with toddlers to high 

schoolers in the mix during Morning Basket (anytime!), it’s well 

worth brainstorming because of the relationships that develop 

and grow during this common time spent together! The older 

kids model good habits (more teaching happens there than you 

know!) and can help with toddler behavior while Mom reads 

aloud. Occasionally, high schoolers need to be dismissed early 

(after morning devotions and poetry recitation) because their 

own workload is demanding…and they’ve probably already read 

Little House on the Prairie. In those times, we juggle toddlers-in-the-mix by: keeping Morning 

Basket time shorter on those days, moving some read-alouds to the toddler's nap time when 

it’s less disruptive and call it a “Teatime Basket,” and ensuring that there is a basket of special 

little toys just for toddler that comes out only during Morning Basket.   

Jen Mackintosh — Wildflowers and Marbles Morning Basket Index 

 

Reduce your expectations. Make it shorter, make it less 

impressive, and let the consistency of doing it everyday make an 

impact on your children. Let them see that prioritizing small 

children is a virtuous thing to do. By making our Morning Times 

short and conducive to life with littles we are sending a bigger 

message than Morning Time itself. Also, have activities set aside 

for the little ones to do that they only have access to during 

Morning Time. Be sure to rotate those out every season so the 

toys are still exciting and fun. 

Sarah Mackenzie — Morning Time on Sarah Mackenzie TV
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http://wildflowersandmarbles.com/category/home-education/morning-basket/
http://amongstlovelythings.com/scope-2/

